This module is designed to help you to understand the basic characteristics of options, futures and other derivative securities. The issues addressed in this course include the market structures, pricing, and hedging using derivative securities. Throughout the module, the emphasis is placed on the understanding of concepts rather than on the memorization of formulas.
Grading Policy: The grade has the following components;
Contribution to the final grade Group Tutorial 10 % Group Case 15 % Group Project 30 % Test evaluation 45%
Exams Policy: The test will be at the end of the semester.
Group Task:
Everyone will be asked to join a group of about 5~6 students during the first two weeks of the class. Totally six (6) groups should be formed. Each group is responsible for the submission and presentation of the solution of one half of one tutorial, one case analysis and one group project.
Group Project:
Each group needs to choose a topic related to the module and writing a group report on the chosen topic. The report main text should be no more than 20 pages (double spacing with standard fonts) excluding tables. Please start to work on this group project as soon as possible. The final project report must be submitted at least one day before the presentation.
When submitting the project report, the file name should be "FIN3116_(section time)_(group number)_GroupProject", in either Word or PDF format.
Group Case:
Each group needs to submit a case analysis report, which is no more than 10 pages (double spacing with standard fonts) excluding tables, by the weekend of Week 5. The case material will be provided after the class begins and it will be discussed in our lecturing in Week 6.
When submitting the project report, the file name should be "FIN3116_(section time)_(group number)_CaseAnalysis", in either Word or PDF format.
Group Tutorial:
There will be three assignments in this model. Each assignment includes about 15 questions. Every two group will take one assignment. You can split the task on your own base. Every group needs to present their solution in the classroom and should submit their solution of the assignment to me at least one day before the presentation.
When submitting the tutorial, the file name should be "FIN3116_(section time)_(group number)_Tutorial", in either Word or PDF format.
